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Tips & Tricks: One-step wet wiping
In daily routine cleaning, one-step wet wiping is one of the most widely used, common methods for cleaning
buildings. Alcohol-based cleaners and wiping care products are used here that are actually only suitable for
daily routine cleaning in a two-step wet wiping process. Depending on the footfall in the property, this leads
to a build-up of dirt and the formation of streaks on the surface. In addition, stubborn dirt such as spots of
juice are difficult to remove.
The high pressures of cost and time for cleaning companies mean that there is often no other alternative to
one-step wet wiping. Unlike the two-step wet wiping process, the one-step cleaning method consists only of
one operation. The surface is cleaned with a wetter mop cover. Any remaining liquid on the surface dries and
dirt that has not been completely removed re-dries on the surface.
In care homes and hospitals, one-step wet wiping is a common method for daily routine cleaning. Often,
prepared mop covers are used for this and are discarded after each person's room. The main benefit of onestep wet wiping is that large areas can be handled. In the case of conventional cleaning products, however,
this is often at the expense of cleanliness and appearance.

As costs and time are playing an ever greater role in the cleaning industry, Buzil has worked hard to develop
a solution that meets the sector's requirements in terms of cleanliness and appearance with one-step wet
wiping.
The new Corridor® Cibreeze Wipe S has proven itself to be ideal for one-step wet wiping. It is the
latest generation of wiping care and provides optimum cleaning results thanks to the extremely high
reactivity of the surfactants. The redispersible polymers it contains form a protective film that repels dirt but
does not cause a build-up of layers.
The built-in active blockers for unpleasant odours mean that use of the Corridor® Cibreeze Wipe S 790
wiping care is recommended for hospitals and retirement and care homes.
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